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1 Introduction

In April 2020, Cybernetica AS released the report “Mobile voting feasibility
study and risk analysis” [1], which found that introducing a mobile i-voting
application for Estonian i-voting has its risks but is possible. On March 2022,
the Estonian Information System Authority (Riigi Infosüteemi Amet – RIA)
announced that an agreement has been signed with Cybernetica AS for the
development of an i-voting application for mobile devices [2]. The State
Electoral Service (Riigi valimisteenistus – RVT) has yet to decide whether the
i-voting mobile app will be provided for the upcoming RK2023 election, which
is scheduled to take place in March 2023.

This report provides our input to the discussion on open issues concerning
the introduction of i-voting on mobile devices. The discussion is based on the
2022-05-18 mobile voting risks table maintained by RVT that contains the issues
highlighted by RVT and the corresponding comments added by Cybernetica AS.

1.1 The proposed mobile i-voting concept

The general concept of the proposed i-voting on mobile devices is as follows.
The i-voting app will be created for both iOS and Android platforms. The app
will only be distributed via Google Play Store and Apple App Store. The source
code of the app will be made public. The i-voting protocol will be the same
as implemented in the current desktop i-voting application. At the end of the
voting process, a QR code will be displayed and another mobile device will be
needed to verify the vote. The app will support only the Mobile-ID solution for
casting the vote.

2 Issues

In this section, we discuss the issues raised by RVT and Cybernetica. We have
skipped discussing, in our opinion, insignificant issues to which we had nothing
to add. The issues listed below have been ordered based on our opinion of their
significance.
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2.1 Voting with ID card

RVT: Since it is not possible to vote with an ID card on a mobile device,
there may be complaints about it.

Cybernetica: Actually, it is possible to implement ID card support – USB-C
reader or NFC can be used. The second option would undoubtedly be more
popular because it does not require additional esoteric hardware.

UT: As of May 2022, around 251,000 (19%) people in Estonia have
Mobile-ID [3]. This means that if Mobile-ID is the only eID solution supported
by the mobile i-voting app, less than 20% of the voters will be able to use this
voting option1.

For the pilot run of the i-voting mobile app, limiting the number of potential
i-voters may even be a good measure to reduce the impact of issues that might
occur in practice.

However, since the Estonian ID card is the base eID solution in Estonia,
RVT should seek to implement ID card support in the i-voting mobile app. As
of May 2022, around 910,000 (68%) people in Estonia have the NFC-enabled
ID card. By March 2023, this number is estimated to be around 1,075,000,
(80%). The ID card support in the i-voting mobile app will also serve as a good
showcase, encouraging the development of other e-solutions where the Estonian
ID card is used with mobile devices.

We note that the protocol that is used to communicate with the ID card
over NFC interface has been well documented [4]. Additionally, a team of
computer science BSc students from the University of Tartu have created a
proof-of-concept Android app that implements NFC communication with the
Estonian ID card [5].

2.2 Voting with Smart-ID (and Mobile-ID)

UT: As of May 2022, around 640,000 (48%) people in Estonia have
Smart-ID [3]. Due to the large user base of Smart-ID, it may be very tempting
to enable i-voting with Smart-ID, especially in the context of i-voting on mobile
devices. However, we would strongly advise against enabling i-voting using
Smart-ID2.

The high rate of the successful banking scams that has taken place over the
last couple of years in Estonia, has shown that the Smart-ID solution (and also
the Mobile-ID solution) is highly susceptible to phishing attacks [7]. Estonian
banks have played a key role in pushing the Smart-ID solution in almost every
other mobile device in Estonia. However, a significant part of the Smart-ID
users is not capable of understanding the working principles of Smart-ID, some
of the users are even ready to confirm any Smart-ID transaction appearing on
their device.

A related fundamental weakness of Smart-ID is that anonymous parties can
initiate a Smart-ID authentication process, which will result in an unexpected
Smart-ID authentication prompt appearing on the user’s device. In the best

1In KOV2021, around 14% of votes were given using Mobile-ID.
2The reasons why RIA did not recommend enabling Smart-ID for KOV2021 are given

in [6].
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case, such requests will only disturb the Smart-ID user. However, if the user
mistakenly confirms the request, the attacker will obtain access to the e-service
in question. There is a public report of such an attack recently being carried out
against the head of CERT-EE and his family members [8]. It is rather trivial
to scale such attacks against the entire Estonian population (e.g., by using the
i-voting service to initiate such transactions). Considering the war in Ukraine
and the related cyber attacks against the Estonian cyber space, the risk of such
attacks only increases.

We note that the Mobile-ID solution shares the fundamental weaknesses of
Smart-ID. However, there are a couple of differences in these solutions that
make the Mobile-ID solution somewhat less risky compared to Smart-ID:

1. In contrast to Smart-ID, which requires only the personal identification
code to initiate the authentication process, Mobile-ID, in addition,
requires knowledge of the person’s phone number.

2. The relatively small percentage of Mobile-ID users makes attacks against
randomly selected people less likely to succeed.

3. At least initially, more tech-savvy people applied for Mobile-ID. However,
looking at the number of successful scams involving Mobile-ID users, we
are not sure whether this distinction is significant anymore.

Anyhow, it is clear that the Mobile-ID solution is not able to satisfy cyber
security demands of a modern e-state and hence the state should seek to replace
it with an improved solution. However, regardless of whether a new eID
solution is introduced in the near future, RVT should be prepared to remove
the Mobile-ID support from i-voting, in case such a need becomes evident.

2.3 Integrity of the app distributed via app stores

RVT: Mobile app final version is not the same that the developer provides.
The shop owner makes the final changes in app, and we cannot prove that the
app would act as it should be. (Maybe it changes some candidates). Even when
one app that is downloadable in Estonia can be verified there is no possibility
to verify all the shop apps worldwide (maybe US apps are modified).

UT: Yes, in the case of a mobile app, the maintainer of the app store becomes
a middle man in the distribution of the i-voting app.

However, since only the official Android and Apple app stores will be used
to distribute the i-voting app, the trust assumptions here are similar to trusting
these entities to not distribute malicious operating system updates. While,
in practice, the infrastructure for distributing operating system updates is
likely better protected than the infrastructure for distributing apps, we are
not aware of cases where the offical app stores of these vendors would have been
compromised to distribute malicious app versions.

In the case of the Android platform, it is relatively easy to verify whether
the package distributed in the app store has been compiled from the claimed
source code. Such a verification was done for the Android vote verification
app distributed for KOV2017 [9]. A similar verification should also be possible
for iOS apps, but it requires much more effort, as Apple applies their own
modifications to apps.
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2.4 Another mobile device needed to verify the vote

RVT: QR code needs to be verified by another smart device. To scan the code
and verify that your choice is correct you need another smart device or borrow
it from a friend, but in that case your vote will be downloaded to device that is
not yours.

Cybernetica: Vote checking is primary for assuring that your vote has arrived
to the server. Vote secrecy is a secondary issue here. That is why you need to
be aware whose phone you borrow for verification.

UT: The official vote verification app does not store the vote and only displays
the result for a limited period of time. An attack, where a person (from
whom the device is borrowed) has modified the app or has installed surveillance
software on their phone, is indeed possible in practice. However, such an attack
setting is far from optimal if the attacker’s goal is to restrict the voter’s right to
free election (which is the main purpose of a secret vote and not the protection
of the voter’s private life).

A more significant issue here is the fact that another mobile device is required
to verify the vote. There are not too many people who have several mobile
devices in their possession. While another mobile device could be borrowed
from a friend, family member or colleague, it is not clear whether the potential
vote verifiers will have enough motivation to bother another person with their
wish to verify the vote. Not to forget that the sharing of the device also implies
privacy risks to the person who shares their device.

It is likely that the voters who wish to verify their vote will simply stick to
the desktop-based i-voting application. Therefore, it is rather safe to assume
that the number of votes verified among the votes cast using the mobile i-voting
app will be very low. This in turn means that special attention should be paid
to ensure that a benign i-voting app is distributed to the voters.

2.5 Fixing the app during election

RVT: If a critical app update is needed, it will take a long time, and the
update may not be available in the app stores.

UT: Yes, pushing updates through app stores will take significantly more
time, compared to the desktop i-voting application that can be updated simply
by replacing the executable hosted on the valimised.ee website.

The need to update the app during election is real, and indeed it can take
a significant amount of time. For example, there has been a need to issue a
critical update to the vote verification app during election. In EP2014, on the
first day of i-voting, a bug in the iOS-based vote verification app was discovered.
The bug was fixed and an updated iOS application was placed in the iOS App
Store on the second day of i-voting (see Section 4.4 in [10]).

However, considering that there are alternative means for i-voting, we do
not consider this availability risk to be a major issue.

In order to reduce the impact of such incidents, RVT should consider
implementing a remote run-time configuration mechanism that would provide
the possibility to display information in the mobile i-voting app in case there
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are known issues with the app. The voters could be instructed to wait for an
update or to pursue alternative means of i-voting. It would be wise to also
implement a similar mechanism for the vote verification app and the desktop
i-voting application.3

2.6 Security-critical remote configuration

RVT: Creating an m-voter application in every election is more complicated
and takes more time.

RVT: Mobile app can be forwarded to download incorrect configuration file –
to avoid that the configuration file signer data needs to be hardcoded to mobile
app.

UT: Since pushing an app update through app stores takes more effort
and time, it is tempting to use the same i-voting app over several elections.
This requires the election specific configuration to be distributed in a remote
configuration file.

We would advise against distributing a security-critical configuration using
a remote configuration file. I.e., at least the election public key should be
hardcoded in the app. This, however, will require an app update to be issued
before each election.

However, if a fully election-agnostic i-voting app is needed, the integrity
of the configuration file should be ensured by digital signatures of at least
two persons authorized by the election organizers, and each change in the
configuration file should be protocoled.

2.7 Spread of unofficial i-voting apps

RVT: Self-made mobile application brings in more incorrect ballots. Person
who has more IT knowledge can make his own app and produce incorrect or
unreadable ballots.

RVT: There could be more complaints. If the self-made application is easier
to produce, then there could be complaints like why my cryptogram is invalid
just because the candidate’s name is uppercase, or the number of the candidate
is after the candidate’s name etc.

RVT: Easier to show that voter application can be manipulated – trust for
elections is decreasing.

RVT: Voter downloads wrong app from store that looks like voting app that
changes the voter choice. These situations can happen and the voter can not
verify the vote because second smart device is needed.

3This would also enable the time of the opening of the corresponding application to be
established, which may be beneficial from the log analysis perspective.
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UT: The availability of an open source reference implementation of the
i-voting app will make it easier to develop unofficial i-voting apps or desktop
applications. However, strongly motivated activists could have done this already
since 2013, when the server-side code of the i-voting system was made public
on GitHub. We do not see a large market for unofficial i-voting applications,
as the official i-voting application is well maintained and available for the most
popular desktop operating systems and now will also be available for mobile
platforms. If, however, some unofficial i-voting application enters the market,
the election organizers should clearly communicate to the public that only the
official i-voting application has been audited and is guaranteed by the state to
work correctly.

UT: There is indeed a risk that malicious modifications could be added to the
official i-voting app and such a repackaged app could be redistributed in other
app stores or in the official app stores but under different names. Voters who will
locate the i-voting app through the links published on the valimised.ee website
should not be affected. However, voters who will search for the app in their
favorite app store may be tricked into installing such a malicious app. Preferably,
the election organizers or CERT-EE should actively monitor various app stores
for malicious versions of the i-voting app and, if found, submit takedown requests
to the corresponding app store owners.

UT: The casting of invalid i-votes and the demonstration of proof-of-concept
i-voting malware will become somewhat easier. However, since we, as a society,
have already been there, we should not assign too much significance to the
possibility of the occurrence of such incidents.
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